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POWER PARTS

Installation Instructions for
RCM Eccentric Adjustable 

Idler Set
Subaru EJ20/22/25
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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing your new RCM Eccentric Adjustable Idler Set.  These instructions are 
here as a guide for you to install and set up your adjustable idlers.  This should only be attempted 
by persons who are able to accurately time the EJ series of engines and are familiar with the 
procedures involved.  If this is not done correctly then serious damage can occur to your engine.  
This should not be attempted by persons unfamiliar with the timing process. 

These idlers should only be used to correct the variations which can occur when engine block 
faces or head faces have been resurfaced, effectively changing the dimension of the long engine 
assembly.  As the belt length does not change, the timing will essentially be retarded slightly.  
Installation and correct adjustment of the RCM Eccentric Idlers will allow the timing to again be set 
accurately.  

Kit Contents

Upper Eccentric Idler
Lower Eccentric Idler
2 x Bolts
2 x Lock Washers

A - Upper Idler - Adjusting the upper idler effects the RIGHT (Driver Side) intake/exhaust cams.
B - Lower Idler - Adjusting the lower idler effects the LEFT (Passenger Side) intake/exhaust cams.
C - 10mm Hex - This is to maintain the correct alignment when tightening/torqueing bolts.
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Install the timing belt and components as normal, replacing the 2 x idler bearings with your RCM 
Eccentric Idlers in the position shown below.  Ensure that the idlers are installed in this orientation 
and are not reversed.

1 - Crank must remain in the correct alignment (reference point is indicated)
2 - Once correct alignment is confirmed, remove the restraint pin on the tensioner
3 - Using a 10mm socket, adjust the upper idler until the right hand cams are aligned, then tighten 
the 14mm bolt.
4 - Using a 10mm socket, adjust the lower idler until the left hand cams are aligned, then tighten 
the 14mm bolt.
5 - Rotate the crank clockwise 2 complete rotations clockwise.
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6 - Stop at crank reference point (shown at step 1). Ensure cams remain correctly aligned, if they 
are not, repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 and check again.  Repeat process until cams are correctly aligned.
7 - Tighten lower pulley to 40 Nm
8 - Tighen upper pulley to 40 Nm
9 - Confirm accurate timing by rotating the crank 2 complete revolutions clockwise and checking 
timing marks before installing timing belt covers.

RCM Eccentric Adjustable Idlers are manufactured with a twin bearing design for increased 
reliability and durablity.

They should be checked periodically, at least with every timing belt change, and replaced as 
necessary.  

Race/Track Cars should check / replace yearly or with each engine rebuild/refresh.
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